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Update Summary

Update described in SEI aLog 897 and comments. List on pages 1-2, followed by discussion

Items requested as of 03/04. Items not covered by this update in gray :

1) frame updates:
  a) store drive channels at full model rate
  b) store GS-13s, cart basis, at full model rate
  c) stop storing multiple copies of the ground STS-2s

2) fix the blend glitch - temp fix checked in, make a real fix.

3) BIO
  a) implement the 10sec mandate on the BIO for LLO BSCs and for HAMs
  b) add monitor channels for the individual HAM bios

4) BIO_OUT block
  a) fix low case names of the STS-2 commands in the BIO_OUT block for the isi2stagemaster.mdl
  b) clean up BIO_OUT block content

5) make an MEDM screen with the STS-2 commands and monitors 

6) St1-2 FF and St1 compensation
https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/SEI/index.php?callRep=882
add path to compensate all of the st2 drive.

7) change the way the T240 gain switching is done
https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?id=915

8) increase number of allowed saturations for BSC-ISI WDs
https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?id=1125

9) add "saturations since model start" epics channel to SEI watchdogs
https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?id=1134

10) need to record the mass positions for the STS-2s
(add decently named epics channel)
https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?id=1148

11) add Reflected memory path for gnd STS-2s so we can isolate against only the differential motion

12)
  a) the outdated, top-level, binary IO blocks should be upgraded. 
  b)we'd like to upgrade the reset momentary to use the 
${userapps}/cds/common/src/LONG_PULSE.c
c-code where the duration of the pulse is user-defined such that it can send out the desire ~0.5 [sec] 
voltage pulse. (This is presumably what the additive STS2_Reset_ADD was trying to do).
c)All of the cdsEpicsIn parts need to have their channel names capitalized in order to be functional.
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d)The CAL, SIGSEL, and PERIOD should be changed to epicsBinIns, such that they can appear as 
rocker switches in MEDM just like they do on the front panels.

13)create ISI to SUS point library block to be placed on the top level model

14) SEI aLog 943

a) Add an SCSUM block after the ST2, SENSCOR block, just like what is in place for the GND to ST1 
sensor correction in the ST1 block

b) Store the new sensor correction channels
${IFO}:ISI-${OPTIC}_ST2_SCSUM_T240_${DOF}_IN
${IFO}:ISI-${OPTIC}_ST2_SCSUM_CPS_${DOF}_IN
at 256 [Hz]

c) Store the pre-existing channels feed forward channels
${IFO}:ISI-${OPTIC}_ST1_FF12_${DOF}_IN1
at 256 [Hz] in order to help diagnosis and characterization of these control paths.

15) SEI aLog 943: Employ tilt sensor correction from ST1 to ST2, recently proven successful in 
augmenting translational degrees of freedom (see LHO aLOG 25623)

16) BSC-ISI: Remove T240 signals going into ST2 SENSCOR. Instead pick off 6x signals of T240-L4C 
blends and send them into ST2 SENSCOR + send resulting drive signals to  ST1 to allow compensating 
for ST2 drive there - to make it available to compensate for back-reaction.

17) ISI WD request - let the ISI model run w/o tripping if the SUS model goes down give a 60 sec. window 
to operator. (HughR)
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1) frame updates:
a) store drive channels at full model rate
matched the ham model rate

Fig.1: 1.a. Before

Fig.2: 1.a. After
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  b) store GS-13s, cart basis, at full model rate

Fig.3: 1.b after

  c) stop storing multiple copies of the ground STS-2s

Fig.4: channels removed from frames

2) fix the blend glitch - temp fix checked in, make a real fix.
BTL temp fix in place. Larger fix pending.

3) BIO
  a) implement the 10sec mandate on the BIO for LLO BSCs and for HAMs
  already fixed by BTL on 11/0215 (BSC-ISI)
  b) add monitor channels for the individual HAM bios
issue only appears at Stanford. S1:ISI-HAMX_BIO_IN_CD_V1_STATUS are blank on HAM-
ISI WD screens. Non-issue for sites.

4)BIO_OUT
a) fix low case names of the STS-2 commands in the BIO_OUT block for the isi2stagemaster.mdl
b) clean up BIO_OUT block content
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Fig. 5: 4.a. after
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Fig. 6: 4.b before
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Fig. 7: 4.b After
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5) make an MEDM screen with the STS-2 commands and monitors 
HughR will take care of it once he gets the model (SEI aLog 941)

7) change the way the T240 gain switching is done
Decided to leave as is. This switching method is different than for the other sensors, but it works fine so 
we decided to leave it as it is. see: https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?
id=915

8) increase number of allowed saturations for BSC-ISI WDs
https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?id=1125

Fig. 8: ST1 updated (item 8)
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Fig. 9: ST2 updated (item 8) 
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9) add "saturations since model start" epics channel to SEI watchdogs
https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?id=1134

a new version of WD_SATCOUNT.c was created to prevent from imparcting the HAM-
ISIs which have not received the model update yet: WD_SATCOUNT_vb.c

Fig. 10:  WD_SATCOUNT_vb.c updated with SATURATIONS_SINCE_RESTART
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Fig. 11:  BSC-ISI model updated with SATURATIONS_SINCE_RESTART 
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Fig.12: Testing: SATURATIONS_SINCE_RESTART
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10) need to record the mass positions for the STS-2s
(add decently named epics channel)
https://services.ligo-wa.caltech.edu/integrationissues/show_bug.cgi?id=1148
Decided to leave as is. The channels come in to the top level and we just call 
them from the awkward, but functional, names of the ADC numbers.

12) BIO Out – largely redundant with item 4.

Model updated. Hugh updates MEMD screens (ISI_CUST_CHAMBER_BIO). The correct setting for 
the new epics bin is 0. See SEI aLog 903 which shows what they were before at LHO.

b)we'd like to upgrade the reset momentary to use the 
${userapps}/cds/common/src/LONG_PULSE.c
c-code where the duration of the pulse is user-defined such that it can send out the desire ~0.5 [sec] 
voltage pulse. (This is presumably what the additive STS2_Reset_ADD was trying to do).

c)All of the cdsEpicsIn parts need to have their channel names capitalized in order to be functional.

d)The CAL, SIGSEL, and PERIOD should be changed to epicsBinIns, such that they can appear as 
rocker switches in MEDM just like they do on the front panels.

Fig. 13: BSC=ISI BIO Out updated
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13) create ISI to SUS point library block to be placed on the top level model

library can be found under: /opt/rtcds/userapps/release/isi/common/models/ISI_to_SUS_library.mdl

Parts should be copied from the library into the top-level model of each BSC-ISI. The “chamber” and 
“optics” portion of the library blocks should be updated to the relevant upper case entries.

For the moment, leave the inter-model communications as they are. Once the Detchar pages showing 
system performance have been pointed to the new channels, we can remove the GS-13 communications 
to the SUS model, and also remove those calculations from the SUS model. The filters and matrix should 
be copied from the appropriate SUS model. The filters need to be checked because the model rates are 
different. 

For the names of the suspension points, Brian and Jeff suggest names like the following

H1:ISI-HAM2_CAL_CART_X_DQ
H1:ISI-PR3_SUSPOINT_EUL_L_DQ 

ie. 
{ifo}:ISI-{chamber}_CAL_CART_{dof}_DQ and
{ifo}:{optic}-SUSPOINT_EUL_{dof}_DQ
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Fig 14: Library blocks

Fig 15: Top-Level installation example (s1isimast)
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Fig 16: testing: ISI to suspension point channels exist

14) SEI aLog 943

a) Add an SCSUM block after the ST2, SENSCOR block, just like what is in place for the GND to ST1 
sensor correction in the ST1 block

b) Store the new sensor correction channels
${IFO}:ISI-${OPTIC}_ST2_SCSUM_T240_${DOF}_IN
${IFO}:ISI-${OPTIC}_ST2_SCSUM_CPS_${DOF}_IN
at 256 [Hz]

c) Store the pre-existing channels feed forward channels
${IFO}:ISI-${OPTIC}_ST1_FF12_${DOF}_IN1
at 256 [Hz] in order to help diagnosis and characterization of these control paths.
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Fig 17: BSC-ISI - ST2 SENSCOR SCSUM added (item 14)

Fig 18: Related science frame channels added (item 14)
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Remaining items for future update(s):

2) Make new fix for blend glitch

6) St1-2 FF and St1 compensation
https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/SEI/index.php?callRep=882
add path to compensate all of the st2 drive.
 
11) add Reflected memory path for gnd STS-2s so we can isolate against only the differential motion

12)  a) the outdated, top-level, binary IO blocks should be upgraded. 

15) SEI aLog 943: Employ tilt sensor correction from ST1 to ST2, recently proven successful in 
augmenting translational degrees of freedom (see LHO aLOG 25623)

16) BSC-ISI: Remove T240 signals going into ST2 SENSCOR. Instead pick off 6x signals of T240-L4C 
blends and send them into ST2 SENSCOR + send resulting drive signals to  ST1 to allow compensating 
for ST2 drive there - to make it available to compensate for back-reaction.

17) ISI WD request - let the ISI model run w/o tripping if the SUS model goes down give a 60 sec. window 
to operato. (HughR)

18) Last minute update – we need to add the SUSPOINT_EUL and CAL_CART channels to the DQ list. 
(dang). Same rate as saved by SUS. 
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